VIRTUAL TASTINGS
-2020 -

While we adjust to spending more time apart, a virtual tasting event allows you to connect,
sip and learn all from the comfort of home. Our sommelier team will work with you to create
an interactive wine tasting that your friends, or clients or team will remember.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Guided Tasting Experience with CMS
Sommelier (60 mins + Optional 30 mins
Q&A or Trivia)
Learn our deductive tasting method for
white and red wines
Discover regional terroir, grape varietals,
history and food pairing techniques
Interactive Digital Presentation

PRICING (VIRTUAL EVENT)
Up to 12ppl
$300 + HST per group
12 – 30ppl
$500 + HST per group
30- 50ppl with additional moderator
$750 + HST per group
50+ Virtual Seminar
$1200 + HST per group

WINE DELIVERY
We work with private importers to
source fantastic wines. With a 2 case
minimum we can have wines shipped
to each participant in your group.
(See Page 2 for details)

CHEESE & CHARCUTERIE
Nothing goes with wine like cheese and
charcuterie. Have a box shipped to complete

CONTACT

your wine experience.

+1 647 794 0101
INFO@NEWWORLDWINETOURS.COM

(See Page 2 for details)

DELIVERY
$15

Toronto (M6,M5,M4)

$15-40

GTA + Canada Wide

@NEWWORLDWINETOURS

NEWWORLDWINETOURS.COM

TASTING KITS
WINE THEMES

SAKE 'A TO Z'

Wine 101
Ontario Wines
Wines of France
Wines of Spain
Wines of Italy
Sparkling Wines

Brewed like a beer, but drinks like a wine.
Sip through 3 unique grades and styles of
sake while learning history, ingredients,
and how to taste like a pro.
Flight includes Junmai, Ginjo, Daiginjo,
& Optional Nigori Sake.

OPTIONS

PRICE

OPTIONS

PRICE

2 Bottles
3 Bottles
Cheese Board Box

$100 +
$120 +
$75 +

3 Bottles (300mL)
3 Bottles (300mL) + Nigori

$85 +
$110 +

COCKTAIL CLASSES

HOW TO BOOK

Cocktails are fun and interactive.

1. Pick a theme

Kits are sent to each participant

2. Choose how many bottles to taste

with all the necessary ingredients.

3. Select a date (2-3 weeks lead time)

We'll demonstrate each drink live.

4. Get in touch
5. We'll source your wines and send a quote

Pick a Spirit

6. Delivery

Gin

7. Tasting and good times!

Tequila
Whisky
Vodka

CONTACT

Rum

+1 647 794 0101
INFO@NEWWORLDWINETOURS.COM

OPTIONS

PRICE

2 Cocktails + Spirit (200mL)
3 Cocktails + Spirit (200mL)
Add a 4-Piece Tool Kit

$75 +
$90 +
$45+

@NEWWORLDWINETOURS

NEWWORLDWINETOURS.COM

